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Past Continuous Test
Write the verbs in brackets in the Past Continuous

1. Eva ____ directly for Counselor Pavlenko. (to work)

2. Under the window somebody ____. (to sign)

3. Dufour ____ alone. (not to work)

4. Thought you ____ some game. (to watch)

5. The messenger ____ healthful kefir. (to drink)

6. The hunt for the chairs ____ the last lap. (to enter)

7. He ____ delivery on the crates of rum that you found. (to take)

8. Uncle Piet ____ that grandfather also had slums. (to say)

9. Langdon felt like he ____ through the pages of history. (to run)

10. She ____ with a bird. (to travel)

11. Ms Barber said there had been a bottle of wine but she ____. (to drink)

12. What ____ before the corona virus hit? (you, to do)

13. Coronavirus ____ people in UK earlier than thought. (to kill)

14. A top TikTok influencer ____ to rent a 'collab house' to live in with 6 other creators, 
but those plans are now on hold. (to prepare)

15. Someone ____ through the window. (to climb)

16. I ____ dinner that night. (to cook)

17. While he ____, he got a text from Singapore congratulating everyone back in New 
York on the impending opening of the Fulton. (to type)

18. Those plans changed while they ____ lunch with friends on March 4, he said. (to 
eat)

19. Linda knew what she ____. (to do)

20. They ____ for the boss's nephew to fall flat on his face. (to wait)

21. Half of the class began laughing with me while the rest of the class was annoyed I 
____ the class. (to interrupt)
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Answers to the past continuous test

1. was working

2. was singing

3. was not working

4. were watching

5. was drinking

6. was entering

7. was taking

8. was saying

9. was running

10. was traveling

11. was not drinking

12. were you doing

13. was killing

14. was preparing

15. was climbing

16. was cooking

17. was typing

18. were eating

19. was doing

20. were waiting

21. was interrupting
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